100.10 Librarians

100.20 Retired Full-Time Faculty
The following information was updated as of October 1, 2015.

ALEXANDER, Krista, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Reference/Subject Librarian (Vanier)
BARON, Adam, MLIS McGill University; Bibliographic Access Librarian (Vanier)
BEAUDRY, Guylaîne, PhD École Pratique des Hautes Études; University Librarian
BOBER, Christopher, MLIS McGill University; Reference/Selection Librarian (Webster)
BOTTER, Kathleen, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Systems Librarian (Webster)
BREIER, Susie, MLIS McGill University; Reference/Subject Librarian (Webster)
CAMERON, Andrea, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Teaching and Learning Librarian (Webster)
CARSON, Pamela, MLIS McGill University; Web Services Librarian (Webster)
CHARBONNEAU, Olivier, MLIS Université de Montréal; Reference/Subject Librarian (Webster)
Dennie, Danièle, MSc Institut Armand-Frappier; Reference/Subject Librarian (Webster)
DUY, Joanna, MSc Acadia University, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Access Services Librarian (Vanier)
EDWARDS, Jean-Marc, MLIS McGill University; Associate University Librarian, Information Systems and Technology
GAMACHE, Éthel, MLIS Université de Montréal; Reference and Subject Librarian (Webster)
Giffin, Meredith, MLIS McGill University; Collections Coordinator (Vanier)
GRAZIANO, Vince, MA York University, MLIS McGill University; Reference/Subject Librarian (Webster)
GUINDON, Alex, MA Université du Québec à Montréal, MLIS Université de Montréal; Reference/Subject Librarian (Webster)
HALL, Katharine, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Reference and Subject Librarian (Vanier)
HARLAND, Andréa, MLIS McGill University; MA Queen’s University; Head, Interlibrary Loans (Webster)
HUHN, Kirsten, MLIS McGill University; Head, Acquisitions and Serials (Vanier)
JENSEN, Karen, MLIS McGill University; Interim Associate University Librarian, Collection Services (Vanier)
JÖHAL, Rajiv, MLIS McGill University; Reference/Subject Librarian (Webster)
KAPA, Dubravka, MSc University of Belgrade, MLIS McGill University; Associate University Librarian, Research and Graduate Studies (Vanier)
LAKE, Michelle, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Reference/Subject Librarian, Government Publications (Webster)
LITTLE, Geoffrey, MLIS University of Toronto; Scholarly Communications Librarian (Webster)
M MASSICOTTE, Mia, MLIS McGill University; Systems Librarian (Webster)
NEUGEBAUER, Tomasz, MLIS McGill University; Digital Projects and Systems Development Librarian (Webster)
POULIN, Sonia, MLIS McGill University; Acting Associate University Librarian, Teaching and Learning (Webster)
REINHART, Melinda, MLIS McGill University; Reference/Selection Librarian (Webster)
THIRLWALL, David, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Associate University Librarian, Teaching and Learning (Webster)
VÉZINA, Kumiko, PhD (doctoral conjointe) Université du Québec à Montréal/Université de Montréal/Concordia University; Acting Head, Cataloguing and Collection Maintenance (Vanier)
VILENO, Luigina, MLIS McGill University; Head, Vanier Library
WIERCINSKI, Jared, MLIS McGill University; Digital Services/Outreach Librarian (Webster)
WINN, Danielle, MLIS University of Western Ontario; Head, Information Services (Webster)
The following information was updated as of October 1, 2015.

2015 Retirements

BARAKETT, Joyce, PhD Université de Montréal; Education
BOISVERT, Donald, PhD University of Ottawa; Religion
DRESNTER, Aaron, MBA McGill University; Management
EVERGON, MFA Rochester Institute of Technology; Studio Arts
GERICKE, Irene, MA Concordia University; Creative Arts Therapies
GRAHAM, David, PhD University of Western Ontario; Études françaises
GRAY, Christopher B., PhD Catholic University of America; Philosophy
HOODFAR, Homa, PhD University of Kent; Sociology and Anthropology
IBRAHIM, A. Bakr, PhD Concordia University, CA RIA/CMA; Management
JOHNS, Gary, PhD Wayne State University; Provost’s Distinction; Management
PENNY, Will, PhD McGill University; Education
SYNNOTT, Anthony J., PhD University of London; Sociology and Anthropology

2014 Retirements

AHMAD, Arshad, PhD McGill University; Provost’s Distinction; Finance
AHSAN, Syed, PhD McMaster University; Economics
CHVATAL, Vaclav, PhD University of Waterloo; Provost’s Distinction; Computer Science and Software Engineering
GATBONTON, Elizabeth, PhD McGill University; Education
GREENE, David F., PhD University of Calgary; Geography, Planning and Environment
GROGONO, Peter, PhD Concordia University, PEng; Computer Science and Software Engineering
METALLINOS, Nikos, PhD University of Utah; Communication Studies
MOUNTAIN, Rosemary, PhD University of Victoria; Music
ROSCOE, Wendy Nadine, BComm Concordia University, CPA CA; Accountancy
SIMS, William A., PhD University of Toronto; Economics

2013 Retirements

AMANTEA, Gisele, MFA University of Puget Sound; Studio Arts
BODE, Frederick, PhD Yale University, History
ELHAKEEM, Ahmed K., PhD Southern Methodist University, PEng; Electrical and Computer Engineering
HICKEY, Donal, PhD Harvard University; Biology
HUTTER, Horst, PhD Stanford University; Political Science
LITNER, Bluma, PhD University of Toronto; Applied Human Sciences
MARCOTTTE, Claude, PhD Université du Québec à Montréal; Management
O’BRIEN, Kat, MFA University of Alabama; Design and Computation Arts
RADHAKRISHNAN, Thiruvengadam, PhD Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, PEng; Computer Science and Software Engineering
THAINE, Francisco, PhD Instituto Nacional de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, Brazil; Mathematics and Statistics
ZACHARIAS, John, PhD Université de Montréal; Geography, Planning and Environment

2012 Retirements

ALKASS, Sabah Toma, PhD Loughborough University of Technology, PEng, Provost’s Distinction; Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering
AL-KHALILI, Asim J., PhD University of Strathclyde, PEng; Electrical and Computer Engineering
BELISLE, Jean, PhD Université de Paris IV; Art History
COLLARD, Chantal, PhD Université de Paris; Sociology and Anthropology
FALSETTO, Mario, PhD New York University; Cinema
FORD, David, PhD Ohio State University; Computer Science and Software Engineering
HAZELTON, Hugh, PhD Université de Sherbrooke; Classics, Modern Languages and Linguistics (Spanish)
HETHERINGTON, Anne, MA Concordia University; Education
KOLAK DUDEK, Cheryl, MFA Columbia University; Studio Arts
LAM, Clement, PhD California Institute of Technology; Computer Science and Software Engineering
LANGDON, Paul, PhD McGill University; Art Education
LE BRUN-GOUANVIC, Claire, PhD Université de Montréal; Études françaises
MA, Shiping, PhD University of Washington; Exercise Science
OPATRNY, Jaroslav, PhD University of Waterloo; Computer Science and Software Engineering
REIMER, William C., PhD University of British Columbia; Sociology and Anthropology
RUKMANI, T.S., PhD DLitt University of Delhi; Religion
SHRAGGE, Eric, PhD University of Kent; School of Community and Public Affairs
THORNTON, Patricia, PhD University of Aberdeen; Geography, Planning and Environment
WEBER, Sandra, PhD University of Alberta; Education
ZUCKER, Carole, PhD New York University; Cinema

2011 Retirements

ANASTASIU, Stefan, MFA Fine Arts Academy of Bucharest; Cinema
ANDERSON, Jacqueline M., PhD University of Wisconsin-Madison; Geography, Planning and Environment
BARON, Lois J., PhD University of Toronto; Education
DANDURAND, Louise, PhD University of Toronto; History
DESPLAND, Michel, ThM ThD Harvard University, Provost’s Distinction; Religion
ELLIAS, Roddy, MMus Université de Montréal; Music
GIFFORD, Robert, MA Cornell University; Art History
GUY, Richard William, PhD University of Liverpool, PEng; Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering
HOMZY, Andrew, MMA McGill University; Music
JACOBS, Ellen, MEd Tufts University; Education
JANS, James E., PhD McMaster University; Psychology
PUSHKAR, Dolores, PhD University of Saskatchewan; Psychology
TAYLOR, William, PhD Université de Montréal; Management
WOODSIDE, Barbara, PhD McMaster University; Psychology
ZEMAN, Vladimir, PhD Charles University; Philosophy